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WITH THE STEADILY INCREASING AGE OF" "BABY BOOMERS," THE NEED F"OR ELDERLY CARE
F"ACILITIES IS BECOMING MORE AND MORE APPARENT. THE NEED F"OR A CHANGE IN F"ACILITY
DESIGN IS ALSO EVIDENT. IN TODAY'S SOCIETY THE ELDERLY ARE MORE ACTIVE THAN EVER
BEF"ORE. WITH IMPROVEMENTS IN HEALTH CARE, PEOPLE ARE LIVING LONGER, MORE ACTIVE
LIVES. PREVIOUS DESIGNED F"ACILITIES WILL SOON NO LONGER BE ADEQUATE AS BOTH THE
NUMBER OF" ELDERLY LIVING IN CARE F"ACILITIES INCREASES, AS WELL AS THE EXPECTATIONS OF"
THOSE RESIDENTS. F'OR YEARS, THE ELDERLY POPULATION HAS BEEN ALIENATED F"ROM
SOCIETY. THE REST OF" THE POPULATION IS F"IXATED ON THE IDEA THAT THE ELDERLY ARE DONE
LIVING THEIR LIVES, AND NOW THEY WILL SIMPLY SIT IN CARE F"ACILITIES, WAITING TO DIE. IN
F"ACT, THIS STATEMENT COULD NOT BE F"ARTHER F"ROM THE TRUTH. MANY ELDERLY PEOPLE WHO
MOVE INTO SUCH F"ACILITIES DO SO BECAUSE THEY NEED ASSISTANCE WITH DAILY TASKS, OR DO
NOT F"EEL COMF"ORTABLE LIVING ALONE. As A RESULT OF" THIS ALIENATION, CARE F"ACILITIES
HAVE BEEN PUSHED OF"F"TO RURAL AREAS, OUT OF" THE WAY OF" SOCIETY. THIS ALSO MUST
CHANGE. Now, IN ORDER TO MEET THE GROWING NEEDS OF" THE RESIDENTS, A STRONG
CONNECTION WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES MUST BE ATTAINED. ELDERLY CARE F"ACILITIES MUST
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES F"OR RESIDENTS TO KEEP THEIR MINDS AND BODIES ACTIVE, SO THAT
THEY MAY GO ON LIVING THEIR LIVES. GREATER CONNECTIONS TO THE COMMUNITY WILL
PROVIDE CHANCES F"OR GREATER INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE ELDERLY AND THE COMMUNITY
WHICH WILL BEGIN TO HEAL THE SEPARATION THAT HAS BEEN CREATED, AND RECONNECT THE
ELDERLY TO THE REST OF" SOCIETY.
SOCIETY HAS BECOME TOO ACCUSTOMED TO TYPOLOGIES IN ARCHITECTURE. TYPOLOGIES HAVE
DEVELOPED OVER THE YEARS AS A RESULT OF A PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS. A GIVEN PROBLEM
CAN BE SOLVED IN MANY DIFFERENT WAYS, BUT THERE IS ALWAYS AN UNDERLYING CONNECTION
BETWEEN ALL OF THE SOLUTIONS. THE UNDERLYING SIMILARITY FORMS THE BASIS OF THE
TYPOLOGY. OVER TIME, NEW SOLUTIONS ARE DEVELOPED CONTINUOUSLY, AND AFTER EACH
REITERATION THE TYPOLOGY ITSELF IS MODIFIED AS A RESULT. THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ARCHITECTURAL TYPOLOGIES BEGAN WHEN PEOPLE FROM ANCIENT SOCIETIES FIRST CREATED
BUILDINGS TO SOLVE FUNDAMENTAL, FUNCTIONAL NEEDS. THE PROCESS STARTED WITH A NEED, A
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED. THE NEED COULD BE ANYTHING FROM SHELTER TO SLEEP UNDER, TO A
PLACE FOR WORSHIP. THESE ANCIENT PEOPLE SOLVED THE PROBLEM BASED ON WHAT THEY HAD
AVAILABLE TO THEM. DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD SOLVED THE PROBLEM
OF SHELTER, BUT EACH GENERATED A UNIQUE SOLUTION BASED ON THEIR LOCAL CIRCUMSTANCES.
THIS PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS RESULTED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BUILDING TYPOLOGIES. SUCH
IS THE NATURE OF A TYPOLOGY THAT THERE IS NO SINGULAR SOLUTION, BUT RATHER UNDERLYING
SIMILARITIES WHICH TAKE FORM IN COUNTLESS WAYS DEPENDING ON THE SPECIFIC BUILDING
REQUIREMENTS AS WELL AS THE LOCAL CONDITIONS SPECIFIC TO EACH PROJECT. VARIATIONS IN
PROGRAM AND THE NEEDS OF THE BUILDING USERS CREATE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO
EACH PROJECT. ISSUES OF SITE SUCH AS ADJACENCIES, ZONING, NATURAL GEOGRAPHY AND
NATURAL LIGHT ALSO AFFECT EACH PROJECT ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS. THE TYPOLOGY, OR
UNDERLYING SIMILARITIES, IS WHAT TIES TOGETHER MANY SEEMINGLY DIFFERENT PROJECTS. Two
SOLUTIONS SHOULD NEVER BE THE SAME, AS EACH PROJECT WILL HAVE A UNIQUE SET OF
CONDITIONS BASED ON THE INDIVIDUAL PROJECT.
SOCIETY HAS ACCEPTED THE USE OF TYPOLOGIES IN ARCHITECTURE BECAUSE THEY REPRESENT
A SOLUTION THAT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED OVER TIME THROUGH TRIAL AND ERROR. TYPOLOGIES CAN
INDEED BE BENEFICIAL TO ARCHITECTS, AS LONG AS EACH ITERATION IS A NEW ATTEMPT AT THE
SOLUTION RATHER THAN AN IMITATION OF PAST SOLUTIONS. ARCHITECTS ARE CONSTANTLY TRYING
TO FIND NEW SOLUTIONS TO THE SAME OLD PROBLEMS. IT IS ONLY WHEN SOCIETY BECOMES TOO
ACCUSTOMED TO TYPOLOGIES, SPECIFICALLY CERTAIN ITERATIONS IN A CHAIN OF SOLUTIONS, WHEN
PROBLEMS RESULT. SOCIETY TODAY HAS BECOME DISINTERESTED IN THIS PROCESS OF SOLUTIONS,
AND WOULD RATHER ADOPT A SINGLE SOLUTION FOR EACH ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEM. THIS IS
OFTEN BECAUSE KEEPING THE SAME SOLUTION SEEMS EASIER THAN ADAPTING TO THE NEW
CIRCUMSTANCES CREATED BY THE NEW SOLUTION. WHEN ARCHITECTS SETTLE ON ONE SOLUTION, IT
CAN NEVER BE THE BEST ONE. THE BEST SOLUTION IS CONSTANTLY EVOLVING. OVER TIME, SOCIETY
BECOMES RELIANT ON A SPECIFIC SOLUTION AND ACCEPTS IT AS THE ONLY POSSIBLE SOLUTION.
ANY DRAWBACKS THAT THE SOLUTION MAY HAVE ARE SIMPLY SEEN AS PART OF THE PROBLEM THAT
CANNOT BE SOLVED IN ANY OTHER WAY. As A RESULT OF FAVORING ONE ITERATION, SOCIETY
ASSOCIATES THAT SOLUTION WITH THE BUILDING TYPOLOGY ITSELF, ALONG WITH THE POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF THE SOLUTION. THIS IS HOW SOCIETY DEVELOPS SPECIFIC ASSOCIATIONS
WITH CERTAIN BUILDING TYPES. THE NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS ARE USUALLY EMPHASIZED BECAUSE
THEY ARE THE PART OF THE PROBLEM THAT WAS NEVER FULLY SOLVED, AND THEY BECOME THE
MOST OBVIOUS. OVER TIME, THESE ASSOCIATIONS BECOME ENGRAINED IN SOCIETY. WHEN SOCIETY
BECOMES FIXATED ON A SINGLE SOLUTION TO A TYPOLOGICAL PROBLEM, THIS PROCESS OF
EVOLUTION IS FROZEN, AND THE PROCESS BY WHICH THAT SOLUTION WAS DEVELOPED IS
FORGOTTEN.
THE ASSOCIATIONS THAT PEOPLE DEVELOP WITH BUILDING TYPOLOGIES ARE THE DIRECT
RESULT OF THEIR PERSONAL EXPERIENCES CONCERNING THAT BUILDING TYPE. USERS OF A
BUILDING TYPE EVALUATE THE ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTION ON A DAILY BASIS, CONSCIOUSLY OR
UNCONSCIOUSLY. THE BUILDING ORGANIZATION AFFECTS HOW THE USERS FUNCTION ON A DAY TO
DAY BASIS, AND HOW THEY PHYSICALLY USE THE SPACES. IF THE BUILDING LAYOUT IS
PROBLEMATIC IN SOME WAY, BUILDING USERS OFTEN ASSOCIATE THAT PROBLEM WITH THE BUILDING
TYPE ITSELF. THIS IS ESPECIALLY THE CASE WHEN BUILDINGS ARE IMITATED FROM PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS RATHER THAN CREATED WITHOUT BIAS. THE SAME IS TRUE FOR OTHER ASPECTS OF THE
BUILDING DESIGN AS WELL. WHEN BUILDING FACADES FOR A CERTAIN TYPE ALL BEAR A
RESEMBLANCE, NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS ARE DEVELOPED IN RELATION TO A SPECIFIC BUILDING
WHICH WILL AFFECT PEOPLE'S PERCEPTIONS OF THAT BUILDING TYPE IN GENERAL. IF PEOPLE
PERCEIVE THE FAgADE OF A SPECIFIC BUILDING TO BE COLD AND UNINVITING, THEY WILL IN TURN
ASSOCIATE THAT BUILDING TYPE WITH NEGATIVITY. ALL OF THESE NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS AFFECT
PEOPLE'S DAILY LIVES. ARCHITECTURE IS A CRUCIAL COMPONENT OF EVERYDAY LIFE, AND IF
PEOPLE ASSOCIATE NEGATIVITY WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF DAILY ACTIVITIES, THIS WILL GREATLY
EFFECT HOW THEY FUNCTION ON A DAY TO DAY BASIS. IN ORDER TO COUNTERACT THIS CYCLE,
ARCHITECTS MUST BREAK AWAY FROM SOCIETY'S BUILDING TYPE EXPECTATIONS. THE PROCESS OF
REVISION AND INNOVATION ORIGINALLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF BUILDING
PROBLEM STATEMENT 41
TYPOLOGIES MUST BE REINSTATED. RATHER THAN SIMPLY IMITATING PREVIOUS PROJECTS THAT
WERE IMPERFECT, NEW CREATIVE SOLUTIONS MUST BE DEVELOPED. TYPOLOGIES WERE MEANT TO BE
MODIFIED. THE DESIGN PROCESS WILL NATURALLY RESULT IN A CHANGED AND REVISED BUILDING
TYPOLOGY. THE ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE IS NOT TO MIMIC THE PAST, BUT TO WORK TOWARDS
CHANGING EXISTING PERCEPTIONS ABOUT BUILDING DESIGNS, WHICH WILL IN TURN CHANGE
PEOPLE'S PERCEPTIONS ABOUT EVERYDAY LIFE.
THE PROCESS OF CONSTANTLY CREATING AND REVISING BUILDING TYPOLOGIES CAN HAVE
SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS FOR THE BUILDING INHABITANTS OF A CERTAIN TYPE. IN CONTRAST, IF A
BUILDING TYPE IS NOT MODIFIED OVER TIME, THE INHABITANTS COULD SUFFER. OFTEN IT IS THE
BUILDING TYPES THAT MOST PEOPLE DO NOT DEAL WITH ON A DAILY BASIS THAT GET LEFT OUT OF
THIS PROCESS OF REVISION. THE INHABITANTS OF SUCH BUILDINGS MAY BE AFFECTED NEGATIVELY
AS A RESULT, BUT THE REST OF THE POPULATION MAY NOT EVEN BE AWARE THAT THERE IS AN ISSUE.
SUCH IS THE CASE WITH CARE FACILITIES FOR THE ELDERLY.
THE ISSUE OF ELDERLY CARE FACILITIES WAS CHOSEN BECAUSE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS OVER
THE YEARS HAVE RESULTED IN A NEGATIVE PERCEPTION OF THE FACILITIES BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
IN OUR SOCIETY, ELDERLY PEOPLE ARE GENERALLY THOUGHT OF AS BEING INCAPABLE, BUT THIS IS
OFTEN NOT THE CASE. As PEOPLE GROW OLDER, OFTEN THEY CANNOT FUNCTION IN THE SAME WAYS
THAT THEY USED TO. THEY MUST FIND NEW WAYS OF DOING THINGS, OR MAY REQUIRE ASSISTANCE
WITH DAILY TASKS. THE RESIDENTS WHO INHABIT ELDERLY CARE FACILITIES ARE USUALLY MENTALLY
CAPABLE, BUT MAY HAVE SOME PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS. THE CURRENT FACILITIES DESIGNED FOR
ELDERLY CARE DO NOT ADEQUATELY MEET THE NEEDS OF THE RESIDENTS LIVING THERE. SOCIETY
ASSOCIATES A HOSPITAL-LIKE ATMOSPHERE WITH ELDERLY FACILITIES, AND EXPECT THAT RESIDENTS
ARE ONLY WAITING TO DIE. SUCH ASSOCIATIONS AFFECT ALL MEMBERS OF SOCIETY. THE ELDERLY
DO NOT LOOK FORWARD TO LIVING IN SUCH FACILITIES BECAUSE THEY ARE AFRAID OF LOSING THEIR
FREEDOM. YOUNGER GENERATIONS DO NOT FEEL COMFORTABLE VISITING ELDERLY CARE FACILITIES
BECAUSE THEY ARE AFRAID IT WILL BE AWKWARD OR DEPRESSING. THIS CREATES A RIFT BETWEEN
THE ELDERLY RESIDENTS LIVING IN THE FACILITIES AND OTHER MEMBERS OF SOCIETY. As A RESULT,
SUCH FACILITIES ARE OFTEN PHYSICALLY SEPARATED FROM SOCIETY AS WELL. MANY ELDERLY CARE
FACILITIES ARE LOCATED IN RURAL AREAS AND BECOME SEVERELY DISCONNECTED FROM SOCIETY.
THE EVERYDAY LIVES OF THE RESIDENTS ARE GREATLY AFFECTED BY DAILY INTERACTIONS WITH
OTHER PEOPLE AND WITH THEIR ENVIRONMENT. PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES THAT PROMOTE MENTAL
AND PHYSICAL FITNESS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. WHEN SUCH FACILITIES ARE REMOVED FROM
SOCIETY, THERE ARE SIGNIFICANTLY LESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERACTIONS BETWEEN RESIDENTS
AND MEMBERS OF THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITY.
THE GOAL OF THIS PROJECT IS TO REITERATE THE ELDERLY CARE FACILITY TYPOLOGY IN ORDER
TO CREATE GREATER CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE FACILITY AND THE COMMUNITY MEMBERS. THE
FACILITY WILL BE INFUSED INTO THE EVERYDAY LIVES OF COMMUNITY MEMBERS BY PLACING IT IN A
CENTRALIZED LOCATION WITHIN THE COMMUNITY. THE PROJECT WILL FOSTER INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN RESIDENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS BY PROVIDING AMENITIES WHICH WILL SERVE BOTH
GROUPS. THE AMENITIES SELECTED WILL BE FOR USE BY BOTH GROUPS AND WILL PROMOTE THE USE
OF THE BUILDING BY PEOPLE OTHER THAN THE RESIDENTS. IN ADDITION, THE CENTRALIZED
LOCATION WILL ALLOW FOR RESIDENTS TO GO OUT INTO THE COMMUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
ACTIVITIES NOT PROVIDED FOR WITHIN THE FACILITY. THIS MIXING OF AGE GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES
WILL INCREASE THE IMPORTANCE OF ELDERLY CARE FACILITIES IN SOCIETY AN D WILL CHANGE THE
TYPOLOGY BY PROMOTING POSITIVE ASSOCIATIONS WITH THE BUILDING TYPE.
CITY SCALE: ONEONTA, NY
PRO.JECT AREA: DOWNTOWN ONEONTA
SITE: FORMER BRESEE'S DEPARTMENT STORE, MAIN STREET
THE SITE CHOSEN IS IN ONEONTA, NEW YORK WHICH IS LOCATED IN UPSTATE NEW YORK, HALFWAY
BETWEEN BINGHAMTON AND ALBANY. THE ACTUAL SITE CHOSEN IS LOCATED ON MAIN STREET,
ONEONTA, IN THE CENTER OF THE CITY. IT WAS CHOSEN AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE AN
ELDERLY CARE FACILITY INTO AN EXISTING COMMUNITY, SINCE THE GOAL OF THE PRO.JECT IS TO
CREATE GREATER CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE RESIDENTS AND THE MEMBERS OF THE
SURROUNDING COMMUNITY. THE SURROUNDING AMENITIES ON MAIN STREET WILL PLAY AN
INTEGRAL ROLE IN THE SUCCESS OF THE FACILITY. MAIN STREET IS CURRENTLY PRIMARILY
INHABITATED BY COLLEGE STUDENTS FROM THE 2 LOCAL COLLEGES, AND THE POSSIBLE
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE ELDERLY RESIDENTS AND THE COLLEGE STUDENTS WILL BE
EXPLORED.
CURRENTLY ON THE SITE IS A BUILDING FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY THE BRESEE'S DEPARTMENT
STORE. BRESEE'S WAS AN EXTREMELY POPULAR AMENITY IN ONEONTA THAT CLOSED IN THE 90's
WHEN THE MALL ACROSS TOWN OPENED. THE EXISTING BUILDING IS IN POOR CONDITION; THE
ROOF IS LEAKING WHICH IS CAUSING DAMAGE THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING. THE BUILDING IS 4
STORIES TALL IN THE FRONT (MAIN STREET) AND 2 STORIES IN THE BACK (WALL STREET). THE
ORIGINAL BRICK FACADE WAS COVERED WITH AN ALUMINUM FACADE IN 1 959, AS PART OF AN
URBAN RENEWAL PRO.JECT, BUT THE BRICK FACADE IS STILL INTACT. ALSO INCLUDED ON THE SITE
ARE TWO NEIGHBORING BUILDINGS UNDER THE SAME PRIVATE OWNERSHIP. THE SITE CAN BE
ACCESSED FROM 3 SIDES, MAIN STREET, WALL STREET, AND DIETZ STREET.
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THE MAIN POINTS OF ACCESS INTO THE SITE ARE FROM
MAIN STREET TO THE SOUTH AND WALL STREET TO THE
NORTH. THE QUALITIES OF THESE TWO STREETS DIFFER
, GREATLY, AND THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE NEW BUILDING
SHOULD REFLECT THIS DIFFERENCE.
MAIN STREET IS A TREE-LINED STREET WHICH
CONSISTS OF WIDE BRICK SIDEWALKS, 3-4 STORY
BRICK/STONE BUILDINGS, BENCHES AND LIGHT POSTS.
WALL STREET, ON THE OTHER HAND, CONSISTS OF NARROW
CONCRETE SI DEWALKS, PLANTERS, AN D DISTANT VIEWS OF
BUILDINGS (SUCH AS THE LIBRARY AND TWO CHURCHES),
PARALLEL PARKING IS PROVIDED ON MAIN STREET WHILE
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LOTS DOMINATE WALL STREET. OPEN
SPACE ON MAIN is IN THE FORM OF AN URBAN PLAZA IN
FRONT OF THE CLARION HOTEL, WHILE A GRASSY PARK
WITH OLD-GROWTH TREES IS ADJACENT TO WALL STREET.
THESE DIFFERENCES SHOULD INFLUENCE THE
ORGANIZATION OF THE BUiLDING, THE BUILDING MASSING,
AND ALSO THE QUALITIES OF THE FACADES. MAIN STREET
IS CERTAINLY THE MORE PUBLIC SIDE, WHILE WALL STREET
IS MUCH MORE QUIET AND PRIVATE. THIS DUALITY CAN
ALSO BE SEEN IN THE PROGRAM: THE PROGRAM ELEMENTS
THAT SERVE THE GENERAL PUBLIC VS. THE ELEMENTS THAT
SERVE THE ELDERLY RESIDENTS. THESE ISSUES CAN BE
ADDRESSED BY DESIGNATING THE MAIN STREET ENTRANCE
AS PRIMARILY THE PUBLIC ENTRANCE, AND BY PROVIDING A
MORE PRIVATE ENTRANCE FOR THE RESIDENTS OFF OF WALL
~ STREET. THE MASSING OF THE BUILDING SHOULD TAKE
INTO ACCOUNT THE DUALITY BECAUSE THE BUILDINGS ON
MAIN STREET ARE 3-4 STORIES, AND THOSE ON WALL
STREET ARE ONLY 2 STORIES. THE STREETSCAPE ON MAIN
STREET IS MADE UP OF THE HISTORIC BUiLDING FACADES
32 I
THAT GIVE IT CHARACTER, WHILE WALL STREET IS LESS
UNIFIED BECAUSE OF THE WIDE VARIETY OF FACADE
MATERIALS AND ARCHITECTURAL STYLES. THESE
! DIFFERENCES SHOULD ALSO COME INTO PLAY IN THE DESIGN
OF THE BUILDING.
OVERALL, IT SEEMS IMPORTANT THAT THE NEW BUILDING
MAINTAIN THE HISTORICAL qUALITIES OF MAIN STREET BY
USING AN APPROPRIATE SCALE, CONSIDERING THE ROLE OF
PEDESTRIANS, AND CREATING A FACADE THAT WILL NOT
.JEOPARDIZE THE qUALITIES OF THE STREET. IT IS ALSO
IMPORTANT FOR THE RESIDENTS TO HAVE A SEPARATE
••• ENTRANCE BOTH FOR CONVENIENCE AND SAFETY. THE
qUALITY OF THE ARCHITECTURE CREATED ON WALL STREET
WILL BE LESS RESTRAINED AND WOULD PROBABLY DIFFER
GREATLY FROM THE ARCHITECTURAL qUALITIES ON MAIN
STREET.
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_____ 351
IN 1978, FRANK
GEHRY TURNED HIS
1920's CALIFoRNI
BUNGALOW INTO AN
ARCHITECTURAL
EXPERIMENT. IN A
STYLE LATER
LABELED
DECoNSTRUCTIVIST,
GEHRY MODIFIED
THE BUNGALOW
TYPOLOGY TO A
MORE EXPRESSIVE
AND UNIQUE FORM.
IN CHANGING
THIS TYPOLOGY,
GEHRY LITERALLY
BUILT OVER THE
ORIGINAL
STRUCTURE, SO
THAT A VISUAL
COMPARISON
BETWEEN THE OLD
AND NEW IS
POSSIBLE. GEHRY
WRAPPED THE NEW
ADDITION AROUND
THE ORIGINAL
BUILDING, TO ALLo
FOR THE CONTRAST
OF NEW AND OLD.
PART OF THE ROOF
WAS CONVERTED
INTO A TERRACE
FOR THE MASTER
BEDROOM, AND
SKYLIGHTS WERE
CREATED TO ALLOW
LIGHT BELOW.
ONE OF THE WAYS
IN WHICH GEHRY
ILLUSTRATED THE
CHANGING OF THE
TYPOLOGY WAS BY
CONTRASTING THE
AND OLD AND NEW
THROUGHOUT THE
HOUSE. IN THE
LIVING ROOM,
HE MAINTAINED THE
LOCATION OF THE
ORIGINAL
FIREPLACE.
A CLEAR LINE IS
DRAWN IN THE
LIVING ROOM TO
SEPARATE THE OLD
FROM THE NEW
RENOVATION. IN
THE LIVING AREA H
EXPOSED THE
ORIGINAL
STRUCTURE FOR A
NEW TWIST.
GEHRY DID NOT
WANT TO MAKE THE
ADDITION BLEND IN,
BUT RATHER TO
STAND IN CONTRAS
WITH THE ORIGINAL
STRUCTURE. THIS
CONTRAST CAN
ALSO BE SEEN IN
THE SPACES
CREATED BETWEEN
THE ORIGINAL
EXTERIOR WALLS
AND THE NEW ONES
GEHRY USED
INDUSTRIAL AND
UNFINISHED
MATERIALS TO
CREATE THE NEW
ADDITION ONTO
THE HOUSE. THE
FIRST IMAGE SHOW
THE CONTRAST
BETWEEN THE
BUNGALOW STYLE
AND THE CHAIN
LINK FENCE ADDED
BY GEHRY. THE
SECOND IMAGE
OF THE HOUSE AT
NIGHT ILLUSTRATES
THE TRANSPARENCY
OF OUTER LAYER.
RATHER THAN
CLOSER OFF THE
ORIGINAL HOUSE
COMPLETELY, GEHR
LEFT ENOUGH OF IT
VISIBLE FROM THE
STREET TO SHOW
THE CONTRAST.
THE ELEVATION
CLEARLYSHOWS THE
LOCATION OF THE
ORIGINAL HOUSE,
AND THE ADDITION
THAT WAS CREATED
LATER.
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ALDO VAN EYCK'S
AMSTERDAM
ORPHANAGE WAS
DIVIDED INTO
NEIGHBORHOODS
ACCORDING TO AGE;
GROUPS OF THE !
CHILDREN LIVING
THERE. THE
CHILDREN RANGED
FROM INFANTS TO
TEENAGERS, SO
MANY LEVELS OF
CARE AND
SUPERVISION WERE
PROVIDED WITHIN
THE ORPHANAGE.
THE FACILITY WAS
DIVIDED INTO TWO
MAIN TYPES OF
NEIGHBORHOODS,
BUT EACH UNIT HAD
ITS OWN UNI4IUE
CHARACTER THAT
SUITED THE AGE
GROUP. THE
NEIGHBORHOODS
WERE CONNECTED
BY AN "INDOOR
STREET" THAT
FUNCTIONED AS A
COMMUNITY SPACE.
THE FACILITY ALSO
INCLUDED FORMAL
GATHERING SPACES
AND SUPPORTING
SERVICES SUCH AS
OFFICES, AND A
KITCHEN.
ONE OF VAN EYCK'
CONCEPTS FOR THE
ORPHANAGE DESIGN
INVOLVED THE
FUNCTION OF A
COMMUNITY AT
MANY DIFFERENT
SCALES. VAN EYCK
WAS VERY
INTERESTED IN THE
RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CITY,
TOWN, AND
RESIDENT. HE
ILLUSTRATED THIS
CONCEPT IN HIS
DESIGN FOR THE
ORPHANAGE BY
ALLOWING FOR
GROUPINGS OF
DIFFERENT SIZES
AND AGES
THROUGHOUT THE
FACILITY. THE
MAIN
RELATIONSHIPS
PRESENT ARE:
TOWN AND
ORPHANAGE,
AND
NEIGHBORHOOD
AND CHILD.
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THE DIFFERENT
SCALES DF THE
COMMUNITIES WERE
ILLUSTRATED
THROUGH THE
ARTICULATION OF
SHARED SPACES.
THE
NEIGHBORHOODS
MADE UP THE MOST
PRIVATE COMMON
AREAS, WHILE THE
CIRCULATION
SERVED AS THE
MOST PUBLIC. IN
BETWEEN THESE
TWO EXTREMES
WERE A FEW
OTHER SCALES OF
COMMUNITY FOR
THE CHILDREN TO
CHOOSE FROM.
DEPARTMENT FOR
2-4 YEAR OLD
CHILDREN:
FOR EACH AGE
GROUP, VAN
EYCK DESIGNED AN
AREA SPECIFICALLY
FOR THE NEEDS OF
THE CHILDREN OF
THAT AGE. HE
PROVIDED A
VARIETY OF PLAY
AREAS AT
DIFFERENT SCALES,
TO ALLOW THE
CHILDREN A
RANGE OF
OPPORTUNITIES TO
INTERACT WITH
OTHERS IN SPACES
IN WHICH THEY
FELT COMFORTABLE.
THE SPACES ARE
DESIGNED TO FIT
THE CHILDREN,
WITH SMALL, LOW
SEATING, STEPS
WITH LOW RISERS,
AND A SHALLOW
SAND PIT, THE
EXTERIOR SPACES
PROVIDE AREAS FO
LARGER GROUPS TO
GATHER, WHILE THE
INTERIOR SPACES
ARE DESIGNED FOR
SMALLER GROUPS
OF CHILDREN.
ANOTHER
IMPORTANT IDEA
THAT VAN EYCK
ILLUSTRATED IN TH
BUILDING WAS THE
CONTINUITY
BETWEEN INTERIOR
AND EXTERIOR
SPACES. VAN EYCK
MAXIMIZED THE
EXPOSURE OF THE
NEIGHBORHOODS
TO SUNLIGHT AND
VIEWS THROUGH
THE ORGANIZATION
OF THE FLOORPLAN.
JUST AS WITH THE
DIFFERENT SCALES
OF COMMUNITY
SPACES, VAN EYCK
ALSO CREATED A
WIDE-VARIETY OF
EXTERIOR SPACES,
AT DIFFERENT
SCALES. EACH
NEIGHBORHOOD
HAS DIRECT ACCES
TO THE EXTERIOR
VIA A TRANSITIONAL
EXTERIOR SPACE
ADJACENT TO THE
BUILDING. HE
ALSO CREATED
LARGER
COURTYARD AREAS
WHERE CHILDREN
NEIGHBORHOODS
COULD PLAY.
MANY NURSING
HOMES AND
ELDERLY CARE
FACILITIES ARE
HIDDEN AWAY, ON
THE OUTSKIRTS OF
TOWNS AND CITIES.
RESIDENTS HAVE
LITTLE OR NO
CONNECTION TO
A LOCAL
COMMUNITY OR
NEIGHBORHOOD.
As A RESULT OF
THIS REMOVAL
FROM SOCIETY,
LARGE AMOUNTS OF
PARKING ARE
RE4IUIRED FOR
STAFF, VISITORS
AND RESIDENTS.
THE FACILITY OFTEN
BECOMES
CONSUMED BY A
SEA OF PARKING.
THOSE FACILITIES
WHICH ARE PLACED
IN RURAL AREAS,
USUALLY DO NOT
EVEN UTILIZE THE
NATURAL
SURROUNDINGS.
BEYOND THE
EXCESSIVE PARKING
LOTS IS EMPTY,
UNUSED GREEN
SPACE.
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ELDERLY CARE
FACILITIES IN
URBAN AREAS
OFTEN FURTHER
ISOLATE RESIDENTS
BECAUSE OF A LACK
OF INTERACTION
WITH THE EXISTING
NEIGHBORHOOD •
IN THE FIRST IMAGE
THE FACADE IS
VERY REPETITIVE
AND UNINVITING,
DISCOURAGING
INTEREST IN THE
BUILDING BY THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY.
A SECTION
THROUGH THE
SIDEWALK
SHOWS THAT IT IS
USED ONLY AS A
BUFFER ZONE, NOT
AS AN OPPORTUNIT
FOR INTERACTION.
THE FACADE
DIAGRAM FOR THE
GUILD HOUSE BY
VENTURI, SHOWS
THE RATIO OF SOLID
WALLS TO SMALL
WINDOWS USED IN
RESIDENT ROOMS.
THE FENCE IN THE
SECTION ACTS AS A
PHYSICAL BARRIER
AND SEPARATES
THE FACILITY FROM
ITS SURROUNDINGS.
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THE BUILDING
DRGANIZATION OF
ELDERLY CARE
FACILITIES IS OFTEN
SIMPLIFIED TO LONG
STRAIGHT
HALLWAYS FOR
BOTH ECONOMICAL
REASONS AND
SAFETY CONCERNS.
HOWEVER, THE
PAYOFF IS NOT VER
GREAT AS THIS CAN
HAVE A SEVERE
IMPACT ON THE
LIVES OF THE
RESIDENTS.
ELDERLY PEOPLE
MOVE AT A MUCH
SLOWER PACE AND
SOME ARE NOT
CAPABLE OF MOVIN
ABOUT FREELY. IN
THE FIRST DIAGRAM
THE COMMUNITY
DINING HALL IS
PLACED AT ONE EN
OF THE BUILDING,
ACCESSED BY A
LONG HALLWAY
THAT IS
UNARTICULATED.
THE SECOND
DIAGRAM, THE
COMMON ROOM IS
MORE CENTRAL, BU
IS SURROUNDED BY
LONG DEAD-END
HALLWAYS.
THE ACTUAL
HALLWAYS CAN BE
VERY REPETITIVE
AND OFTEN DON'T
ENCOURAGE
PERSONALIZATION
BY RESIDENTS. ON
THE LEFT, THE
CEILING PLAN SETS
UP A REPETETIVE
RHYTHM WHICH IS
REFLECTED IN THE
GLOSSY FLOOR AND
BECOMES
OVERWHELMING.
THE HALLWAY IS
NOT DISTINGUISHED
IN ANY WAY FROM
OTHER HALLWAYS IN
THE BUILDING. THI
COULD CAUSE
CONFUSION AMONG
THE RESIDENTS OF
THE BUILDING. THE
ELEVATION SHOWS
A SIMILAR
REPETITION, WITH
NO WAY TO
IDENTIFY INDIVIDUA
ROOMS. THE
SECTION SHOWS
THE LACK OF
SUNLIGHT AND
VIEWS BECAUSE TH
HALLS ARE STACKE
AND END IN
EITHER DEAD
ENDS OR BLANK
WALLS.
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COMMUNITY ROOMS
SERVE AS THE MAIN
SPACES FOR
INTERACIONS
BETWEEN
RESIDENTS IN MOST
FACILITIES. THESE
SHARED SPACES
SHOULD BE
DESIGNED WITH
CARE TO
ENCOURAGE SUCH
INTERACTIONS. TH
SECTION DIAGRAM
SHOWS THAT MANY
COMMON SPACES
HAVE ONLY SMALL
WINDOWS ON ONE
SIDE OF THE ROOM •
THIS RESULTS IN
THE SITUATION IN
THE SECOND
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DIAGRAM, WHERE
ALL OF THE
ACTIVIITIES ARE
CROWDED ABOUT
THE INADE~UATE
WINDOWS RATHER
THAN MAKING GOOD
USE OF THE SPACE.
THE LAST DIAGRAM
SHOWS THAT IF
COMMON ROOMS
ARE NOT DESIGNED,
THEY BECOME A
CIRCLE OF
FURNITURE
CENTERED AROUND
UNDESIRABLE SPAC
PROVIDING
RESIDENTS WITH
VIEWS TO THE
WORLD OUTSIDE
THE FACILITY IS
CRITICAL TO THE
WELL-BEING OF THE
RESIDENTS. THE
4JUALITY OF THOSE
VIEWS IS ALSO
EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT.
RESIDENTS NEED T
BE ABLE TO
INTERACT WITH
THEIR ENVIRONMEN
AND VIEWS OUTSIDE
PROVIDE MENTAL
STIMULATION. IF
THE VIEWS ARE NOT
CONSIDERED,
RESIDENTS COULD
END UP LOOKING AT
A SINGLE TREE AS
IN THE FIRST
DIAGRAM. IN THE
SECOND DIAGRAM,
A VIEW OF GREEN IS
PROVIDED BUT IN
THIS CASE, THE
GREEN IS .JUST A
GRASSY HILL AND
DDES NOT PROVIDE
ANY MENTAL
STIMULATION OR
VIEWS DF ACTIVITY
OUTSIDE OF THE
FACILITY.
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IN ALL CASES,
OUTDOOR SPACES
SHOULD BE
PROVIDED IN ONE
FORM OR ANOTHER.
How THE
RESIDENTS ACCESS
AND INTERACT WITH
THOSE EXTERIOR
SPACES IS
IMPORTANT. THE
PHYSICAL ACCESS
FROM INTERIOR TO
EXTERIOR MUST BE
HANDICAPPED
ACCESSIBLE IN
ORDER FOR
RESIDENTS TO BE
ABLE TO UTILIZE
THE SPACES. LACK
OF PROPER ACCESS
CREATES A BARRIER
BETWEEN INTERIOR
AND EXTERIOR
SPACES AS SEEN IN
THE FIRST DIAGRAM
THE SECOND
DIAGRAM SHOWS
THAT THE ABILITY
OF RESIDENTS TO
USE THE SPACES IS
..JUST AS CRUCIAL.
IN THE EXAMPLES,
THE GRASSY AREAS
ARE VIRTUALLY
INACCESSIBLE TO
MOST RESIDENTS
AND ONLY THE EDG
COULD BE USED.
IN ORDER TO INTEGRATE THE ELDERLY CARE FACILITY WITH THE EXISTING COMMUNITY, THE
PROGRAM ELEMENTS WERE CAREFULLY CHOSEN TO PROMOTE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE ELDERLY
AND THE COMMUNITY MEMBERS. MOST IMPORTANTLY, SPACES WILL BE PROVIDED THAT WILL
ENCOURAGE A VARIETY OF POSSIBLE INTERACTIONS. THE PROGRAM ELEMENTS WILL BE BENEFICIAL
TO BOTH THE COMMUNITY MEMBERS AND THE RESIDENTS, AND THIS COMMONALITY WILL ALLOW THE
TWO GROUPS TO INTERMINGLE. THE BUILDING WILL PROVIDE ACTIVITIES FOR COMMUNITY MEMBERS
OF ALL AGES, INCLUDING CHILDREN, TEENAGERS, COLLEGE STUDENTS, ADULTS AND SENIORS.
CERTAIN SPACES WILL BE ORIENTED TOWARDS SPECIFIC GROUPS, WHILE OTHERS WILL BE
ENJOYABLE TO ALL AGE GROUPS. EACH OF THE COMMUNITY FUNCTIONS PROVIDED WILL
ACCOMMODATE USE BY THE ELDERLY RESIDENTS AS WELL. IN CONTRAST TO THE PUBLIC PROGRAM
ELEMENTS, THE AREAS OF RESIDENCES WILL BE MORE PRIVATE AND SECURE, BUT STILL OPEN TO
VISITORS. WITHIN THE RESIDENCE AREAS, THERE WILL BE VARYING DEGREES OF PRIVACY.
RESIDENTS MAY CHOOSE BETWEEN COMPLETE PRIVACY OF THEIR OWN ROOMS, SEMI-PRIVATE
COMMON ROOMS WITHIN THE RESIDENCE AREAS, OR THE MORE PUBLIC ZONE NEAR THE COMMUNITY
FUNCTIONS. THE VARYING DEGREES OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPACES WILL ALLOW RESIDENTS TO BE
COMFORTABLE IN THEIR LIVING SITUATION, WHILE STILL PROVIDING THEM WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO
INTERACT WITH OTHER RESIDENTS AND THE LARGER COMMUNITY.
SENIOR CENTER
DIRECTOR'S OFFICE @ lOOSF
MEETING ROOMS, 2 @ 1 OOSF EACH
POOL FACILITY
POOL AND CIRCULATION @ 2,400SF
CHANGING ROOMS (M AN D Fl @ 300SF EACH
BATHROOMS (M AND Fl @ 200SF EACH
OFFICE OF POOL SUPERVISOR, 1 @ lOOSF
TOTAL: 3, 500SF
FITNESS CENTER
FLEXIBLE SPACE @ 2,OOOSF
AREA FOR EXERCISE MACHINES @ 500SF
STORAGE @ 1 50SF
LOBBy/RECEPTION FOR RESIDENCES TOTAL: 1,200SF
SUBTOTAL: 20,950SF
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ASSISTED LIVING RESIDENCES (48 PERSONS TOTAL)
8EDROOM UNITS, 40 @ 400SF EACH
1 BEDROOM @ 100SF
LIVING/DINING SPACE @ 200SF
KITCHENETTE @ 50SF
BATHROOM @ 50 SF
2 BEDROOM UNITS, 4 @ 600SF EACH
2 BEDROOMS @ 1 OOSF EACH
LIVING/DINING SPACE @ 300SF
KITCHENETTE @ 50SF
BATHROOM @ 50SF
INTERMEDIATE CARE RESIDENCES (48 PERSONS TOTAL)
PRIVATE ROOMS, 40 @ 300SF EACH
SLEEPING SPACE @ 100SF
LIVING SPACE @ 150SF
BATHROOM @ 50SF
SEMI-PRIVATE, 4 @ 450SF EACH
2 SLEEPING SPACES @ 1 OOSF EACH
LIVING SPACE @ 200SF
BATHROOM @ 50SF
KITCHEN @ 200SF
DINING AREA @ 400SF
LIVING AREA @ 600SF
NURSE'S STATION, , @ BOSF
STAFF BATHROOM/LoCKERS (M AND Fl @ , 50SF EACH
TREATMENT ROOM, , @ 200SF
BATHROOMS
RESIDENT, , @ 50SF
PUBLIC, , @ 35sF
STORAGE @ 200SF
.JANITOR'S CLOSET, , @, 5SF
TOTAL: 2,OBOSF EACH
SUBTOTAL: , 6,640SF
KITCHEN, , @ 1200SF
PRIVATE DINING ROOM, , @ 1 BOSF
CONFERENCE ROOM, 1 @ 240SF
STAFF OFFICES, 5 @ 1 OOSF EACH
LAUN DRY ROOM, , @ 400SF
STORAGE @ 400SF
RETAIL: SPACE FOR COMMERCIAL USES SUCH AS RETAIL STORES, RESTAURANTS, OFFICES, OR
OTHER BUSINESSES WILL BE PROVIDED ALONG MAIN STREET IN ORDER TO ADHERE TO THE
EXISTING ZONING REGULATIONS AND PROMOTE THE LOCAL ECONOMY. THE RETAIL SPACES WILL
WELCOME SHOPPERS WITH LARGE WINDOWS, TYPICAL OF THOSE EXISTING ON MAIN STREET.
THE WINDOWS WILL ALLOW LIGHT TO ENTER DEEP INTO THE SPACES, MAINTAINING A
CONNECTION BETWEEN THE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF THE STORE.
SENIOR CENTER: THIS FUNCTION WILL CREATE A GREATER CONNECTION WITH THE ELDERLY
COMMUNITY OUTSIDE OF THE FACILITY. SENIORS FROM THE SURROUNDING AREA WILL BE ABLE
TO COME TO THE CENTER TO SIGN UP FOR MEALS ON WHEELS, GET ASSISTANCE WITH BANKING,
OR ANY OTHER PERSONAL TASKS. F"AMILY MEMBERS WILL ALSO BE ABLE TO USE THE CENTER AS
A RESOURCE FOR INFORMATION ABOUT ELDERLY CARE. THE SENIOR CENTER WILL BE VISIBLE
FROM THE EXTERIOR, IN ORDER TO WELCOME COMMUNITY MEMBERS. LARGE WINDOWS WILL
ALLOW FOR NATURAL LIGHTING OF THE SPACE, SIMILAR TO THE RETAIL SPACES.
CAFE: A SPECIFICALLY DESIGNATED RETAIL SPACE THAT WOULD ALLOW FOR CASUAL
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ELDERLY RESIDENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS USING THE BUILDING.
THE CAFE MUST BE INVITING TO RESIDENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS OF ALL AGE GROUPS, IN
ORDER TO ALLOW FOR A VARIETY OF SOCIAL INTERACTIONS. NATURAL LIGHTING IS REQUIRED,
AND AN OUTDOOR SEATING AREA IN ADDITION TO THE INDOOR AREA IS PREFERRED. THE SPACE
WILL SERVE AS A HAVEN FOR BOTH RESIDENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS; IT WILL BE A QUIET
SPACE, AWAY FROM THE HUSTLE AND BUSTLE OF MAIN STREET. VISUAL AND PHYSICAL
CONNECTIONS TO OTHER COMMUNITY FUNCTIONS ARE NECESSARY TO PROVIDE VISITORS WITH
AN OPPORTUNITY TO "PEOPLE WATCH."
POOL F"ACILITY: A THERAPY AND LAP POOL WOULD BE PROVIDED IN ORDER TO PROMOTE
PHYSICAL FITNESS. THE THERAPY POOL WILL BE ACCESSIBLE VIA RAMP AND A MECHANICAL LIFT
TO ALLOW ITS USE BY ALL RESIDENTS. STAFF MEMBERS, AS WELL AS FAMILY MEMBERS OF THE
STAFF AND RESIDENTS WOULD ALSO BE INVITED TO USE THE POOL DURING DESIGNATED TIMES
IN ORDER TO PROMOTE THE IDEA OF FAMILY INTERACTIONS. THE POOL FACILITY WILL BE VERY
OPEN AND AIRY, AND IF POSSIBLE WILL HAVE NATURAL LIGHTING. ACOUSTICS SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED SO AS TO NOT OVERWHELM RESIDENTS WITH POSSIBLE SOUND REVERBERATIONS
AND ECHOES. THE ENVIRONMENT SHOULD ALLOW RESIDENTS TO RELAX, EXERCISE AND EN..JOY
THE POOL AREA WITHOUT TENSION OR STRESS.
F"ITNESS CENTER: EXERCISE MACHINES WILL BE PROVIDED, ALONG WITH OPEN F"LOOR SPACE
THAT COULD BE USED F"OR AEROBICS OR OTHER GROUP F"ITNESS ACTIVITIES. THE CENTER
WOULD ALSO BE OPEN TO ELDERLY RESIDENTS IN THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITY. THE OPEN
F"LOOR SPACE WILL BE MADE OF" A MATERIAL THAT IS DURABLE, APPROPRIATE F"OR EXERCISING,
AND ALSO PROVIDES CUSHION IN CASE OF" F"ALLS. THE OVERALL ENVIRONMENT SHOULD MAKE
RESIDENTS F"EEL AT EASE, RATHER THAN ANXIOUS OR UNDER PRESSURE. THIS CAN BE
ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH THE CHOICE OF" ARTIF"ICIAL LIGHTING.
LIBRARy/STUDY ROOM: A SELECTION OF" READING MATERIAL, AS WELL AS A QUIET ROOM TO
INHABIT WILL BE PROVIDED F"OR USE BY RESIDENTS AS WELL AS BY LOCAL COLLEGE STUDENTS
TO PROMOTE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS. THIS ROOM WILL BE A QUIET SPACE
WITH A VARIETY OF" SEATING CHOICES PROVIDED F"OR RESIDENTS AND STUDENTS. NATURAL
LIGHTING WOULD BE DESIRABLE. ARTIF"ICIAL LIGHTING SHOULD NOT BE HARSH, AND SHOULD BE
APPROPRIATE F"OR READING. BOOK STACKS SHOULD BE DESIGNED AND ARRANGED TO ALLOW
EASY ACCESS BY ELDERLY RESIDENTS.
SEMINAR ROOM: A CLASSROOM SPACE THAT WOULD ALLOW F"OR CLASSES TAUGHT BY RESIDENTS
TO COMMUNITY MEMBERS, COMMUNITY MEMBERS TEACHING RESIDENTS, COLLEGE STUDENTS
TEACHING RESIDENTS, AND OTHER POSSIBLE INTERACTIONS. THE SEMINAR SPACE SHOULD BE
VERY F"LEXIBLE IN ORDER TO ALLOW F"OR A VARIETY OF" ACTIVITIES. F"IXED SEATING IS NOT
DESIRABLE AS IT WOULD RESTRICT POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES. MOVEABLE TABLES SHOULD BE
PROVIDED. NATURAL LIGHTING IS NOT A NECESSITY, BUT WOULD BE BENEF"ICIAL TO THE SPACE.
THEATER/AsSEMBLY ROOM: A SPACE F"OR A MOVIE THEATER TO MAKE UP F"OR THE LOSS OF" A
LOCAL THEATER DOWN THE BLOCK. THE THEATER WOULD BE OPEN TO THE COMMUNITY DURING
DESIGNATED TIMES, BUT COULD ALSO BE USED F"OR PUBLIC LECTURES, GATHERINGS, AND
PERF"ORMANCES. SEATING WOULD BE F"IXED BUT WOULD BE ARRANGED IN SUCH A WAY TO
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES F"OR RESIDENTS IN WHEELCHAIRS TO SIT IN A VARIETY OF" LOCATIONS.
HIGH CEILINGS TYPICAL OF" SUCH SPACES WOULD BE NECESSARY. SOUND PROOF"ING TO ALLOW
F"OR BOTH MOVIE VIEWING AND OTHER GATHERINGS IS NECESSARY. EGRESS LIGHTING WOULD
ALSO BE AN IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION.
LOBBy/RECEPTION: AN ENTRANCE WILL BE PROVIDED OF"F" OF" WALL STREET WITH A LOBBY ON
THE GROUND F"LOOR WHERE GUESTS AND RESIDENTS CAN CHECK-IN AND CHECK-OUT, AS WELL
AS A SPACE F"OR RESIDENTS WAITING F"OR VISITORS. A LOBBY WILL ALSO BE PRDVIDED F"OR THE
PUBLIC F"UNCTIONS, OF"F" OF" MAIN STREET. 80TH SPACES WILL BE VISIBLE F"ROM THE EXTERIOR,
WILL HAVE NATURAL LIGHTING, AND A VARIETY OF" SEATING TYPES.
ASSISTED LIVING RESIDENCES: Two DIF"F"ERENT UNIT TYPES WILL BE PROVIDED (1 AND 2
BEDROOMS>, EACH WITH LIVING/DINING AREAS, KITCHENETTES F"OR MAKING SNACKS OR SMALL
MEALS, AND A BATHROOM. RESIDENTS IN THESE UNITS WOULD HAVE THE LEAST AMOUNT OF"
PHYSICAL AILMENTS AND WOULD NEED THE LOWEST LEVEL OF" CARE.
INTERMEDIATE CARE RESIDENCES: Two DIF"F"ERENT UNIT TYPES WILL BE PROVIDED (F"OR 1 OR 2
RESIDENTS), F"LOORPLANS WOULD BE MORE OPEN, WITHOUT PERMANENT DIVISIONS F"OR
BEDROOM SPACES. UNITS WOULD ALSO INCLUDE LIVING SPACES AND A BATHROOM. RESIDENTS
IN THIS CATEGORY WOULD NEED A HIGHER LEVEL OF" CARE BUT ARE STILL CAPABLE OF" DOING
MOST THINGS F"OR THEMSELVES.
ALL TYPES OF" RESIDENCES MUST HAVE NATURAL LIGHTING, WHICH CAN BE CONTROLLED BY THE
RESIDENTS. DESIRABLE VIEWS TO THE EXTERIOR ARE ALSO A REQUIREMENT. THE UNITS MUST
BE DESIGNED F"OR EASY ACCESS BY RESIDENTS, USING MATERIALS THAT MAKE THE RESIDENTS
F"EEL AT HOME AS WELL AS F"EEL SAF"E.
NEIGHBORHOODS: EACH ONE CONSISTS OF" 12 RESIDENTS EACH, WITH 8 NEIGHBORHOODS IN
TOTAL. RESIDENT ROOMS WOULD BE F"OCUSED AROUND THE SHARED SPACES SUCH AS THE
DINING/LIVING AND KITCHEN AREAS. RESIDENTS IN EACH NEIGHBORHOOD WOULD EAT MEALS
TOGETHER IN THE DINING AREA, COOKED BY THE STAF"F". THE KITCHEN WOULD ALSO BE
AVAILABLE F"OR USE BY THE RESIDENTS. A LIVING AREA IS PROVIDED TO PROMOTE SOCIAL
INTERACTION BETWEEN RESIDENTS. EACH NEIGHBORHOOD ALSO HAS A NURSE'S STATION TO
SUPERVISE THE RESIDENTS, AND A TREATMENT ROOM F"OR INDIVIDUAL RESIDENTS THAT REQUIRE
A NURSE'S ATTENTION. IT IS PREF"ERRED THAT BOTH THE LIVING AND DINING AREAS HAVE
ACCESS TO NATURAL LIGHTING. VIEWS TO THE EXTERIOR F"ROM THE LIVING SPACE ARE
STRONGLY DESIRED. THE DESIGN OF" THE SPACES SHOULD MAKE RESIDENTS F"EEL COMF"ORTABLE
AND RELAXED.
STAF"F" KITCHEN: ALL OF" THE MEALS ARE PREPARED F"OR RESIDENTS AND THEN DISTRIBUTED TO
THE INDIVIDUAL NEIGHBORHOODS AT MEALTIME.
PRIVATE DINING ROOM: A SPACE AVAILABLE F"OR RESERVATION BY RESIDENTS F"OR SPECIAL
OCCASIONS. RESIDENTS COULD EAT MEALS WITH VISITING F"AMILY MEMBERS OR F"RIENDS UPON
REQUEST, F"OR OCCASIONS SUCH AS HOLIDAYS. MEALS WOULD BE SERVED F"ROM THE STAF"F"
KITCHEN. THE DESIGN OF" THE SPACE WILL BE VERY F"ORMAL, WITH SPECIAL F"URNITURE F"OR USE
BY THE RESIDENTS AND THEIR GUESTS.
LAUNDRY ROOM: LAUNDRY F"ACILITIES F"OR STAF"F" TO WASH CLOTHES AND LINENS OF" ALL
RESIDENTS.
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THE GROUND LEVEL
OF THE BUILDING
WOULD BE
ACCESSIBLE TO THE
GENERAL PUBLIC
AND WOULD
CONTAIN FUNCTION
SUCH AS RETAIL,
THEATER, CAFE,
ETC. THERE WOULD
BE PARKING
PROVIDED
UNDERGRoUND.TH
GROUND LEVEL
WOULD ALSO
CONTAIN THE
ENTRANCE AND
LOBBY FOR THE
RESIDENCES ON
THE UPPER FLOORS
THE FACILITY WoUL
BE ORGANIZED SO
THAT THE HIGHEST
LEVEL OF CARE
WOULD BE ON THE
2ND FLOOR, WITH
THE LEVEL OF CARE
DECREASING AS
THE HEIGHT OF THE
BUILDING
INCREASES. THE
2ND DIAGRAM
SHOWS POSSIBLE
MULTI-LEVEL
COMMUNITY SPACES
TO BETTER
CONNECT THE
RESIDENTS AND
THE COMMUNITY.
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THE SITE IS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
THREE SIDES, MAIN
STREE, WALL
STREET, AND DIETZ
STREET. MAIN
STREET IS THE
MOST PUBLIC SIDE
OF THE BUILDING
AND COULD SERVE
AS THE PUBLIC
ENTRANCE TO THE
BUILDING. WALL
STREET IS MUCH
MORE PRIVATE AND
COULD SERVE AS
THE ENTRANCE TO
THE RESIDENCES
(A PRIVATE
ENTRANCE). THE
UNDERGROUND
PARKING COULD
ALSO BE ACCESSED
FROM WALL
STREET. A THIRD
ENTRANCE COULD
BE PROVIDED ON
DIETZ STREET, AND
COULD SERVE A
PUBLIC FUNCTION
SUCH AS THE
SENIOR CENTER.
ALL OF THESE
SEPARATE
FUNCTIONS WOULD
COME TOGETHER IN
THE BUILDING.
'- - - - - .
LIVING/DINING
BEDROOM
KITCHEN
BATHROOM
THE FOLLOWING
DIAGRAMS SHOW
RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN PROGRAM
ELEMENTS.
FUNCTIONS THAT
ARE SHOWN NEXT
TO EACH OTHER,
WOULD SIMPLY BE
ADJACENT IN A
FLOORPLAN, WHILE
FUNCTIONS THAT
ARE CONNECTED
WITH A LINE
RE~UIRE DIRECT
CONNECTIONS FOR
EASE OF
CIRCULATION. THE
DASHED LINE
SHOWS THE
EXTERIOR WALL OF
THE BUILDING, AND
ROOMS ALONG
THAT LINE WOULD
RECEIVE NATURAL
LIGHT AND VIEWS.
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1 BEDROOM UNITS
.2 BEDROOM UNITS
LiVING AREA
• DINING AREA
KITCHEN
BATHROOMS
• NURSE'S STATION
• TREATMENT ROOM
• STAFF B R/LoCKERS
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RETAIL
• PUBLIC ENTRY LOBBY
CAFE
• THEATER/AsSEMBLY ROOM
RESIDENT ENTRY LOBBY
POOL FACILITY
• SENIOR CENTER
• FITNESS CENTER
SEMINAR ROOM
• LIBRARy/STUDY ROOM
• PUBLIC ENTRY LOBBY
CAFE
• THEATER/AsSEMBLY ROOM
RESIDENT ENTRY LOBBY
POOL FACILITY
• INTERMEDIATE CARE RESIDENCES
ASSISTED LIVING RESIDENCES
USE GROUP CLASSIF"ICATION
- RESIDENCES:
THE INDEPENDENT LIVING AND ASSISTED LIVING PORTIONS OF THE PROGRAM ARE CATEGORIZED AS
INSTITUTIONAL. THE ASSISTED LIVING PORTION IS CLASSIFIED AS 1-2 BECAUSE THERE ARE MORE
THAN FIVE PEOPLE THAT NEED 24-HOUR CARE. THE INDEPENDENT LIVING PORTION QUALIFIES AS
1-1 BECAUSE THERE ARE MORE THAN 16 RESIDENTS WHO ARE UNDER 24-HOUR CARE, BUT "ARE
CAPABLE OF RESPONDING TO AN EMERGENCY WITHOUT PHYSICAL ASSISTANCE FROM THE STAFF."
- RETAIL:
THE RETAIL SPACES ARE CLASSIFIED AS MERCANTILE (Ml.
- COMMON ROOMS:
THE MOVIE THEATER/ASSEMBLY HALL, CAFE, INDOOR THERAPY POOL, FITNESS CENTER, AND
LIBRARY/STUDY ROOM, AND OTHER COMMON ROOMS ARE TO BE CONSIDERED ASSEMBLY TYPES (A),
THE THEATER/ASSEMBLY HALL IS A 1 BECAUSE IT WOULD HAVE FIXED SEATING FOR THE VIEWING OF
PERFORMING ARTS. THE CAFE IS A2 BECAUSE IT IS INTENDED FOR FOOD/DRINK CONSUMPTION.
THE INDOOR THERAPY POOL, FITNESS CENTER AND LIBRARY/STUDY ROOM, AND OTHER COMMON
ROOMS ARE ASSEMBLY TYPES THAT QUALIFY FOR THE A-3 CATEGORY. (NOTE: IF THE
LIBRARY/STUDY ROOM IS LESS THAN 750SF IT DOES NOT NEED TO BE CONSIDERED A SEPARATE
OCCUPANCY. )
- SEMINAR ROOM:
THE SEMINAR ROOM CAN BE CATEGORIZED IN THE EDUCATIONAL GROUP (E) BECAUSE IT COULD
POTENTIALLY HAVE MORE THAN 6 PERSONS AT A TIME PARTICIPATING IN EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
- SENIOR CENTER:
THE SENIOR CENTER FALLS UNDER THE BUSINESS GROUP (B), BECAUSE THE SERVICES IT PROVIDES
WOULD INVOLVE "OFFICE, PROFESSIONAL, OR SERVICE-TYPE TRANSACTIONS, INCLUDING STORAGE
OF RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS."
- PARKING GARAGE:
THE PARKING COMPONENT IS PART OF THE STORAGE CATEGORY (5-2).
- PARKING GARAGE:
THE PARKING COMPONENT IS PART OF THE STORAGE CATEGORY (S-2),
- MIXED USE:
SINCE THE BUILDING IS COMPOSEO OF A WIDE-RANGE OF USES AND CLASSIFICATIONS, THE DIFFER-
ENT USES NEED TO BE SEPARATED COMPLETELY AND HEIGHT LIMITATIONS ARE DETERMINED AC-
CORDING TO EACH USE AND THE CONSTRUCTION TYPE.
- SUMMARY
ASSISTED LiVING 1-2
INDEPENDENT LiVING 1-1
RETAIL M
THEATER/AsSEMBLY A-1
CAFE A-2
THERAPY POOL A-3
FITNESS CENTER A-3
LiBRARy/STUDY ROOM A-3
COMMON ROOMS A-3
SEMINAR ROOM E
SENIOR CENTER B
PARKING GARAGE S-2
SPECIAL USE AND OCCUPANCY REQUIREMENTS
PARKING (ENCLOSED GARAGE) - CLEAR HEIGHT OF AT LEAST 7'
- PROVIDE MECHANICAL VENTILATION SYSTEM
GROUP 1-2 - CORRIDORS NEED TO BE SEPARATED FROM OTHER USES AND CONTINUOUS TO THE
EXITS.
- WAITING AREAS ETC CAN BE OPEN TO CORRIDORS IF AN AUTOMATIC FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM IS
PROVIDED.
- EVERY STORY DIVIDED BY SMOKE BARRIERS.
- SMOKE COMPARTMENTS WITH DWELLINGS NEED AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS.
HEIGHT AREA LIMITATIONS
TYPE 1 A CONSTRUCTION - No HEIGHT/AREA LIMITATIONS.
TYPE 18 CONSTRUCTION 5-2 1 1 STORIES, 79,000
TYPE 2A CONSTRUCTION 1- 1 4 STORIES, 19,000
1-2 2 STORIES, 1 5,000
M 4 STORIES, 21 ,500
A-1 3 STORIES, 15,500
A-2 3 STORIES, 1 5,500
A-3 3 STORIES, 1 5,500
E 3 STORIES, 26,500
8 5 STORIES, 37,500
5-2 5 STORIES, 39,000
AREA MODIFICATIONS
- IF THE BUILDING HAS 25% OR MORE OF ITS PERIMETER ON A PUBLIC WAY OR OPEN SPACE WITH A
MINIMUM WIDTH OF 20', THE AREA ALLOWED MAY BE INCREASED ACCORDING TO FORMULAS.
- IF THE BUILDING CONTAINS AN AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM THROUGHOUT, THE AREA LIMITA-
TION CAN INCREASE BY 200% FOR A MULTI-STORY BUILDING.
UNLIMITED AREA USES
- A-3 USES AND THEATERS (A 1) WILL NOT HAVE LIMITED AREAS IF THERE IS AN AUTOMATIC SPRIN-
KLER SYSTEM THROUGHOUT, THE USES ARE WITHIN 21" OF GRADE, AND THE BUILDING IS SUR-
ROUNDED BY AT LEAST 60' OF PUBLIC WAY OR YARDS.
MIXED USE SEPARATIONS:
1-2/1-1 AND M 2 HOUR
M AND M 2 HOUR
A-1/A-2/A-3 2 HOUR
A-l/A-2 AND E/B 2 HOUR
E AND B 2 HOUR
5-2 AND A-1/A-2 2 HOUR
5-2 AND E/B/M 2 HOUR
5-2 AND 1-1 3 HOUR
5-2 AND 1-2 2 HOUR
- ALL OTHER COMBINATIONS DO NOT HAVE REQUIRED FIRE SEPARATIONS.
- EXCEPT FOR 1-2, IF THE BUILDING HAS AN AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM THE FIRE-RESISTANCE
RATINGS CAN BE DECREASED BY 1 HOUR (AS LONG AS THE RATING IS AT LEAST 1 HOUR).
- IF BUILDING USES ARE NOT SEPARATED, THE MOST RESTRICTIVE REQUIREMENTS APPLY.
BUILDING ELEMENTS: STRUCTURAL FRAME 1 HOUR
BEARING WALLS HOUR
FLOOR CONSTR'N 1 HOUR
ROOF CONSTR'N 1 HOUR
M - FIRE AREA EXCEEDS 1 2,000SF, LOCATED MORE THAN 3 STORIES ABOVE GRADE, COMBINED
AREA OF ALL M FIRE AREAS EXCEEDS 24,000SF
A-l - FIRE AREA EXCEEDS 1 2,00SF, OCCUPANT LOAD OF 100 OR MORE, ABOVE GROUND LEVEL
A-2 - FIRE AREA EXCEEDS 5,000SF, OCCUPANT LOAD OF 100 OR MORE, ABOVE GROUND LEVEL
A-3 - FIRE AREA EXCEEDS 1 2,000SF, OCCUPANT LOAD OF 100 OR MORE, ABOVE GROUND LEVEL
E - AREAS GREATER THAN 2o,000SF, UNLESS CLASSROOM HAS EXTERIOR EXIT AT GROUND LEVEL
5-2 - REQUIRED FOR ENCLOSED PARKING GARAGES DR GARAGES BELOW OTHER USES
- REQUIRED FOR EVERY STORY OR BASEMENT WHERE THE AREA EXCEEDS 1 500SF AND EXTERIOR
OPENINGS ARE NOT PROVIDED.
- REQUIRED THROUGHOUT BUILDINGS MORE THAN 30' ABOVE GRoUN D LEVEL.
MAXIMUM FLOOR AREA PER OCCUPANT
INSTITUTIONAL - SLEEPING AREAS - 1 20SF GROSS
SLEEPING SPACES: 1 ooSF - OK
MERCANTILE - BASEMENT/GRADE LEVEL - 30SF GROSS
RETAIL: 2400SF EACH - Bo OCCUPANTS
- OTHER FLOORS - 60SF GROSS
ASSEMBLY - FIXED SEATS - BASED ON # OF SEATS
THEATER: 4,000SF - 1 50 OCCUPANTS
- UNCONCENTRATED (TABLES + CHAIRS) - 1 5SF NET
CAFE: 600SF - 40 OCCUPANTS
BUSINESS - 1 ooSF GROSS
SENIOR CENTER: 600SF - 6 OCCUPANTS
EDUCATIONAL - CLASSROOMS - 20SF NET
SEMINAR ROOM: 600SF - 30 OCCUPANTS
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN - 200SF GROSS
STAFF KITCHEN: 1 ,2ooSF - 6 OCCUPANTS
EXERCISE ROOMS - 50 SF GROSS
FITNESS CENTER: 2, 500SF - 50 OCCUPANTS
SWIMMING POOLS - POOL - 50SF GROSS
SWIMMING POOLS: 1 350SF - 27 OCCUPANTS
LIBRARY - READING ROOM - 50SF NET
LIBRARy/STUDY ROOM: 1600 SF - 32 OCCUPANTS
PARKING GARAGE - 200SF GROSS
EGRESS WIDTH PER OCCUPANT SERVED (WITH SPRINKLER SYSTEM)
1-2 STAIRS (.3"), OTHER EGRESS (.2")
OTHER STAIRS (.2"), OTHER EGRESS (.15")
REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT: NEW YORK STATE BUILDING CODE__ ~~ 711
MAXIMUM OCCUPANT LOAD FOR SPACES WITH 1 MEANS OF EGRESS
A, B, E, M 50 OCCUPANTS
RETAIL: Bo OCCUPANTS EACH - MORE THAN , EGRESS NEEDED
THEATER: 150 OCCUPANTS - MORE THAN 1 EGRESS NEEDED
CAFE: 40 OCCUPANTS - 1 EGRESS OK
SENIOR CENTER: 6 OCCUPANTS - , EGRESS OK
SEMINAR ROOM: 30 OCCUPANTS - 1 EGRESS OK
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN: 6 oCCoPANTS - , EGRESS OK
FITNESS CENTER: 50 OCCUPANTS - EGRESS 0 K
SWIMMING POOL: 27 OCCUPANTS - , EGRESS 0 K
LIBRARy/STUDY ROOM: 32 OCCUPANTS - , EGRESS OK
1-' 1 0 OCCUPANTS
NEIGHBORHOODS: 12 OCCUPANTS - MORE THAN 1 EGRESS NEEDED
S 30 OCCUPANTS
PARKING GARAGE: MORE THAN 1 EGRESS NEEDED FOR 30+
1-2
- ROOMS/SUITES REQUIRE DIRECT ACCESS TO EXIT ACCESS CORRIDOR, OR EXIT DOOR OUTSIDE AT
GRADE
- SUITES OF SLEEPING ROOMS - LESS THAN 50 00 SF
TRAVEL DISTANCE TO EXIT ACCESS A, E, 1-1,M 250'
(WITH SPRINKLER SYSTEM) B 300'
S-2 400'
1-2 200'
- DEAD END CORRIDORS - CAN'T EXCEED 20' IN LENGTH, EXCEPT FOR B WHICH CAN HAVE UP TO
50'
LENGTH IF THERE IS AN AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM
- Two EXITS ARE REQUIRED FOR' -500 OCCUPANTS.
- CATEGORY II - SEISMIC FACTOR (1.25), SNOW FACTOR (1.1), WIND FACTOR (1.15)
- SNOW LOAD (45pSF), WIND SPEED (90MPH)
THE SITE IS LOCATED ON MAIN STREET IN DOWNTOWN ONEONTA, WHICH IS ZONED AS
CoMMERCIAL-A (CBD-A) DISTRICT.
USES PERMITTED:
RETAIL COMMERCIAL
SERVICE COMMERCIAL
PUBLIC AND SEMI-PUBLIC USES (INCLUDING PARKING)
APARTMENTS (ON ANY LEVEL ABOVE THE GROUND FLOOR)
PERPENDICULAR HANGING SIGNS:
ONE PERPENDICULAR HANGING BUILDING SIGN ALLOWED FOR EACH STREET LEVEL USE.
AREA OF PERPENDICULAR HANGING BUILDING SIGNS < 8SF
MINIMIZE OBSTRUCTING SIGHTLINES TO EXISTING SIGNS.
VERTICAL CLEARANCE OF B'.
PROJECTIONS CANNOT BE MORE THAN 8' FROM THE FACE OF THE BUILDING AND AT LEAST 3' FROM
THE FACE OF THE CURB.
BUILDING FRONTAGE WALL SIGNS:
ONE SIGN PER USE.
ONE SIGN PER MULTI-USE BUILDING.
SIGNS CANNOT BE LARGER THAN 60SF
SIGNS ARE ALLOWED 1 1/2 SQUARE FEET FOR EACH LINEAR FOOT OF BUILDING FRONTAGE
CANNOT PROJECT MORE THAN 12" FROM THE BUILDING FACE OR ABOVE THE ROOF LINE.
SIGNS UNDER SIDEWALK COVERINGS:
ONE SIGN PER USE, UNDER THE COVERING.
CANNOT BE LARGER IN AREA THAN 4SF.
CAN BE HUNG PERPENDICULAR TO THE BUILDING OR FROM THE ROOF OF THE COVERING.
VERTICAL CLEARANCE OF B'.
SID EWALK COVERINGS:
SIDEWALK COVERINGS, CANOPIES, MARQUEES OR SIMILAR BUILDING APPURTENANCES CAN EXTEND
A MAXIMUM OF 1 2 FEET FROM THE BUILDING FACE, BUT MUST BE AT LEAST 3' FROM THE FACE OF
THE CURB.
VERTICAL CLEARANCE OF 10'.
SUPPORTING POSTS OR COLUMNS NOT PERMITTED.
OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING
OFF-STREET PARKING NOT REQUIRED ON-SITE
OFF-SITE PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARKING MUST BE WITHIN A 300' WALKING DISTANCE.
THREE PARKING SPACES REQUIRED PER 1 oooSF OF FLOOR AREA.
ONE OFF-STREET LOADING BERTH PER 2o,000SF OF FLOOR AREA.
LOADING BERTH MINIMUM WIDTH OF 1 2', LENGTH OF 35', AND A 14' HEIGHT CLEARANCE.
SENIOR CENTER/SEMINAR ROOM
PRIVATE OFFICES, 2 @ 1 45sF EACH
SEMINAR SPACE @ 500SF
SENIOR CENTER/FLEXIBLE SPACE @ 550SF
BATHROOMS (M AN D Fl @ B 1 SF EACH
COUNTER SPACE @ 16BsF
BATHROOMS (M AND Fl @ 51 SF EACH
INDOOR SEATING AREA @ 3,1 B2sF
OUTDOOR SEATING/GREEN SPACE @ 6,526sF
POOL FACILITY
FITNESS/THERAPY POOL @ 1,1 03SF
LAP POOL @ 51 3SF
HOT TUB @ 250SF
SEATING AREA @ 41 2SF
CIRCULATION @ 1,79 6SF
BATHROOMS/LoCKER ROOMS (M AND Fl @ 440SF EACH
OFFICE OF POOL SUPERVISOR, 1 @ BOSF
FITNESS CENTER
FLEXIBLE SPACE @ 1 ,3 56sF
AREA FOR EXERCISE MACHINES @ 504sF
STORAGE @ 171 SF
THEATER/AsSEMBLY ROOM
LOBBy/CIRCULATION @ 1, 264sF
SEATING AREA @ 3,01 OSF
PROJECTION ROOM @ 1 17sF
STORAGE SPACE @ 71 SF
BATHROOMS (M AN D Fl @ 21 1 SF EACH
RESIDENCES
INDEPENDENT LIVING RESIDENCES (42 PERSONS TOTALl
PRIVATE ROOMS, 1 B @ 45BsF EACH
SLEEPING SPACE @ 153sF
LIVING/DINING SPACE @ 178sF
KITCHENETTE @ 40SF
BATHROOM @ 87sF
SEMI-PRIVATE ROOMS, 12 @ 524sF EACH
SLEEPING SPACE @ 1 53sF
LIVING/DINING SPACE @ 221 SF
KITCHENETTE @ 63sF
BATHROOM @ 87sF
ASSISTED LiVING RESIDENCES (40 PERSONS TOTAL)
PRIVATE ROOMS, 1 6 @ 391 SF EACH
SLEEPING/LIVING SPACE @ 332sF
BATHROOM, 1 PER 2 ROOMS @ 1 1 BSF
SEMI-PRIVATE ROOMS, 12 @ 504sF EACH
SLEEPING/LivING SPACE @ 41 6SF
BATHROOM @ BBsF
NEIGHBORHOODS (1 PER FLOOR, 5 TOTAL)
KITCHEN @ 243sF
DINING AREA
SEATING AREA @ 1,BB3sF
FOOD PREPARATION ROOM @ 252sF
LiVING AREA @ 7B5sF
NURSE'S STATION @ 160SF
STAFF BATHROOMS, 2 @ 65sF EACH
STORAGE @ 77sF
.JANITOR'S CLOSET @ 77sF
TOTAL: 3,607sF EACH
SUBTOTAL: 1 B,03SSF
SUPPORTING F"UNCTIONS
KITCHEN @ 1 ,01 5SF
STAFF OFFICES, 3 @ 1 20SF EACH
LAUNDRY ROOM @ 4BOSF
ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL SPACE @ 4,427sF
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THE MAIN IDEA OF THE PROJECT IS TO PROVIDE HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY IN A DOWNTOWN AREA
TO ALLOW FOR MORE INTERACTIONS TO TAKE PLACE BETWEEN THE RESIDENTS AND THE COMMUNITY
MEMBERS. THE PROGRAM DESIGNED ON THE GROUND FLOOR OF THE BUILDING PROVIDES SPACES
FOR THIS TYPE OF INTERACTION. THE UPPER FLOORS OF THE BUILDING ARE FOR THE RESIDENTS.
THIS SEPARATION CREATES A SENSE OF SECURITY FOR THE RESIDENTS, BUT ALSO ALLOWS THEM THE
OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE PLACE IN ACTIVITIES NEARBY.
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
- ALL UNITS ORIENTED TO RECEIVE SOUTHERN LIGHT THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
- ALL UNITS PROVIDED WITH A VIEW, EITHER OF MAIN STREET OR THE INTERNAL GREEN SPACE
- OPERABLE WINDOWS PROVIDED FOR NATURAL LIGHTING AND VENTILATION
- EACH UNIT HAS DIRECT ACCESS TO A PRIVATE OUTDOOR SPACE, EITHER A BALCONY OR TERRACE
- COLUMN PLACEMENT INTEGRATED WITH WALL PLACEMENT FOR MINIMUM INTERFERENCE WITHIN THE
LIVING SPACES
- HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE ROOMS - DOORWAYS, BATHROOMS, ETC
- WINDOW HEIGHTS DESIGNED FOR ACCESSIBILITY FROM A WHEELCHAIR, AS WELL AS OPTIMAL VIEW-
ING HEIGHTS SITTING OR STANDING
- VARIETY OF ROOM TYPES - ONE AND TWO PERSON ROOMS WITHIN THE ASSISTED LIVING AND
INDEPENDENT LIVING UNIT TYPES
BUILDING STRATEGIES
- OVERALL BUILDING MASSING DETERMINED BY THE ORIENTATION OF THE UNITS TOWARDS THE
SOUTH
- Two UNITS TYPES ALLOW THE BUILDING MASS TO STEP BACK TO BREAK DOWN THE SCALE OF THE
BUILDING, WHICH IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT ON MAIN STREET
- VERTICAL CIRCULATION CORE PROVIDED NEAR SHARED LIVING AND DINING FUNCTIONS
- HORIZONTAL CIRCULATION PROVIDED ON THE NORTH FACING SIDES OF THE BUILDING TO ALLOW
THE RESIDENT ROOMS TO RECEIVE THE SOUTHERN LIGHT
- BUILDING FACADES ARTICULATED WITH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PROJECTIONS
- HORIZONTAL PROJECTIONS FORM THE BALCONIES AND ACT AS SUN SHADING
- VERTICAL PROJECTIONS PROVIDE PRIVACY ON THE BALCONIES AND TERRACES AND ACT AS SUN
SHADING FROM THE MORNING AND EVENING SUN
- NORTH FACING GLASS FACADES ARE ARTICULATED WITH SCREENS TO ALLOW SUN SHADING IN THE
MORNING AND EVENING
SITE STRATEGIES
- BUILDING MASSING ALLOWS FOR 80TH PU8LIC AND PRIVATE GREEN SPACES
- PRIVATE GREEN SPACE FOR RESIDENTS PROVIDED ON SECOND FLOOR
- PU8L1C CAFE GREEN SPACES SERVES AS A TRANSITION 8ETWEEN THE UR8AN GREEN SPACE ON
MAIN STREET AND THE PU8L1C PARK SPACE ON WALL STREET
- THE PASSAGEWAY THROUGH THE 8UILDING ON THE GROUND FLOOR ALLOWS FOR DIRECT PU8L1C
ACCESS TO ALL THESE GREEN SPACES
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